Inspired by my favorite children’s books and trips to the zoo, Savannah is a citrus-shaded adventure with the sweetest tropical animals. This mix of precious animal panels with modern and simple coordinating fabrics is perfect for decorating a summer nursery with pillows, quilts, wall hangings, or little “stuffies”. This collection is sure to make you smile!
**CREATE your own MAGIC**

- 30 Prints
- 100% Premium Cotton
- AB’s include two panels 48220 11 & 48221 11. FB’s, JR’s, LC’s, MC’s & PP’s do not include panels.
- JR’s, LC’s, MC’s, and PP’s include two each of 48222, 48223, 48224, and 48225 15 & 16.

**DON’T MISS**
Quilt Patterns, Kit, and Fun Stuff featuring Savannah on the next page!
Savannah Notecards
GB BC1100SAV
Min. 2
Box Set of 12
Blank Greeting Cards
2 of each animal, coordinating pattern on back
Includes 12 kraft envelopes.
MARCH 2017 BUCKET

KIT48220 - GB 004 / GB 004G
Savannah Cozy Quilt Size: 42” x 50”

KIT

GB 005 / GB 005G
Tiny Habitats Quilt Size: 28” x 35”

GB 006 / GB 006G
Savannah Pillow Cover
Size: 20” x 20”
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BE HAPPY!!!